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Abstract—It is well known that size-based scheduling policies,
which take into account job size (i.e., the time it takes to run
them), can perform very desirably in terms of both response
time and fairness. Unfortunately, the requirement of knowing a
priori the exact job size is a major obstacle which is frequently
insurmountable in practice. Often, it is possible to get a coarse
estimation of job size, but unfortunately analytical results with
inexact job sizes are challenging to obtain, and simulation-
based studies show that several size-based algorithm are severely
impacted by job estimation errors. For example, Shortest Re-
maining Processing Time (SRPT), which yields optimal mean
sojourn time when job sizes are known exactly, can drastically
underperform when it is fed inexact job sizes.
Some algorithms have been proposed to better handle size
estimation errors, but they are somewhat complex and this
makes their analysis challenging. We consider Shortest Processing
Time (SPT), a simplification of SRPT that skips the update of
“remaining” job size and results in a preemptive algorithm that
simply schedules the job with the shortest estimated processing
time. When job size is inexact, SPT performs comparably to
the best known algorithms in the presence of errors, while
being definitely simpler. In this work, SPT is evaluated through
simulation, showing near-optimal performance in many cases,
with the hope that its simplicity can open the way to analytical
evaluation even when inexact inputs are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is a pervasive problem in computer science,
related to the handling of queues for accessing a shared
resource (e.g., processor time or network bandwidth); size-
based scheduling techniques are those that use information
about job size (i.e., how long the job will keep the shared
resource busy) to take scheduling decisions.
Size-based scheduling is known to perform very well:
Schrage and Miller [1] proved in 1966 that Shortest Re-
maining Processing Time (SRPT), a size-based policy which
prioritizes jobs closest to completion, minimizes the mean
sojourn time. Further works [2, 3] have shown a class of
size-based algorithms that guarantee strong fairness properties
while performing near-optimally.
As discussed in Section II, even though these properties
are very appealing, size-based scheduling is not widely used
in practice: knowing exactly the job size in advance is of-
ten impossible or impractical, and performance may degrade
noticeably when scheduling is based on estimated job size
[4]. Some algorithms, such as PSBS (Practical Size Based
Scheduling) [3] and MCSS (Modified Comparison Splitting
Scheduling) [5], have been shown to perform well even if job
size estimation errors are present. Unfortunately, these algo-
rithms are non-trivial, and system designers might be rightfully
skeptical of including them in their systems. Additionally,
the problem of size-based scheduling in presence of job size
estimation errors appears difficult to handle analytically, and
nontrivial scheduling algorithms do not ease analysis.
In this work, PSBS and MCSS are taken into account
together with other non size-based scheduling algorithms
described in Section III, and compared with a very simple
algorithm: Shortest Processing Time (SPT), which simply
prioritizes the job with the smallest (estimated) job size. SPT
is actually a simplification of SRPT, because it doesn’t update
job (remaining) sizes when work is performed; it can be imple-
mented with a simple priority queue data structure. The above
algorithms are evaluated using Schedsim [6]; experimental
settings are discussed in Section IV.
The experimental results of Section V confirm the previous
findings on PSBS [3] and MCSS [5] and allow to compare
the two algorithms, showing that PSBS generally outperforms
MCSS. Perhaps surprisingly, SPT performs excellently, being
essentially equivalent to PSBS in terms of both response times
and fairness.
Section VI elaborates on the results, to facilitate an intuitive
understanding that can justify the experimental results.
Section VII concludes by discussing how SPT conjugates
simplicity with near-optimal performance in a large set of
realistic cases. Hopefully, the results of this work will both
stimulate the adoption of SPT or similar algorithms in real
systems and enable better analytic treatment of scheduling
performance in presence of errors.
II. RELATED WORK
While many works have studied scheduling for single-server
queues, most of them focused on the extreme cases where job
size is either completely unknown (size-oblivious algorithms)
or known perfectly. When the job size distribution is skewed—
meaning that resources are occupied most of the time by a
minority of large jobs—algorithms such as Least Attained
Service (LAS) [7] or multi-level queues [8, 9] can still perform
well by prioritizing new jobs. LAS is evaluated experimentally
in this work; for more details about it, see Section III-A2.
Lu et al. [4] were the first to consider estimation errors for
size-based scheduling, and observed that existing algorithms
perform well only when job sizes were rather accurately
estimated. Further work [3, 10] has shown that most problems
happen when the job size distribution is skewed and large jobs’
sizes are under-estimated: in that case, these jobs eventually
reach a very high priority and are not preempted when smaller
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jobs arrive, clogging the system. PSBS [3] (Section III-B2) and
MCSS [5] (Section III-B3) are proposals that perform better
on estimated job sizes; in Section V both are evaluated and
compared to SPT.
Unfortunately, analytic results on scheduling based on inex-
act size are few: Wierman and Nuyens [11] assume bounded
errors and give pessimistic performance bounds, and some
other works estimate mean sojourn time in running systems
when the job size distribution is unknown for the last-come-
first-serve [12], processor-sharing [13] and first-come-first-
serve [14] schedulers. The relative scarcity of work in this
space suggests that this kind of analysis is difficult; hopefully,
a simple algorithm like SPT may be a good target for analysis.
In the literature, some systems use job size estimation to
drive scheduling. For batch computation systems, a part of jobs
is run to estimate running time [15, 16]; web servers use file
size to estimate serving time [17]. More elaborate approaches
predict the size of database queries [18], MapReduce jobs [19,
20, 21], deep learning training [22] and the length of call-
center calls [23]: approaches such as these can be used to
inform size-based schedulers.
III. EVALUATED ALGORITHMS
We evaluate MCSS and SPT against a few size-oblivious
and size-based scheduling algorithms chosen between the best
performers in [3]. All these algorithms are preemptive, i.e.,
resources can be reclaimed from currently running algorithms;
in skewed workloads, non-preemptive algorithms perform def-
initely worse because small jobs cannot interrupt large running
ones.
A. Size-Oblivious Algorithms
Two size-oblivious algorithms are considered in this work:
Processor Sharing (PS) and Least Attained Service (LAS).
1) PS: the most common algorithm in many concrete
scheduler implementations; it is often considered fair, because
each running job is assigned an equal share of resources in the
system. The other side of the coin is that, when the system is
loaded, every job progresses slowly.
2) LAS [7]: also known as Foreground-Background [24]
and Shortest Elapsed Time [25], prioritizes the job(s) that has
been served the least resources; if several jobs are tied, they are
served an equal share of resources each. LAS performs well
in the common case when the job size distribution is skewed:
most jobs are small and can get served quickly if they get
access to resources; by preempting running jobs aggressively,
LAS generally ensures a short response time for small jobs.
Analytical results [26, 27] prove that LAS has optimal mean
sojourn time among size-oblivious strategies for several heavy-
tailed job size distributions.
B. Size-Based Algorithms
1) SRPT: this is the scheduling policy that has optimal
mean sojourn time when it is fed exact job sizes as input [1].
Unfortunately, when the inputs are approximated job sizes (in
the following, we will refer to this case as SRPTE, where the
TABLE I
DEFAULT SIMULATION PARAMETERS, AS IN [3].
Parameter Description Default
sigma σ in the log-normal error distribution 0.5
shape shape for Weibull job size distribution 0.25
timeshape shape for Weibull inter-arrival time 1
njobs number of jobs in a workload 10 000
load system load 0.9
trailing ‘E’ is used as a reminder that the scheduler is fed input
with errors), this algorithm can severely underperform [3, 4].
2) PSBS [3]: a generalization of FSPE+PS [10], which in
turn generalizes FSP [2]. FSP serves jobs in the order in which
they would terminate in a virtual system running PS, used
as a reference for fairness. Without estimation errors, FSP is
guaranteed to complete each job before PS. FSPE+PS handles
job size estimation errors by avoiding that large underesti-
mated jobs starve small ones; PSBS improves on FSPE+PS
thanks to a more efficient O(log n) implementation and by
supporting job priorities. Behaviors of PSBS, FSPE+PS and
FSP are undistinguishable when fed exact job size information
and all jobs belong to the same priority class.
3) Comparison Splitting Algorithms: Comparison Splitting
(CS) [28] is an adaptive algorithm that prioritizes small jobs
by assigning them to classes: when a new job is submitted, it
is assigned to class i, where i is the number of jobs between
the last r submitted ones that had smaller size than it. At each
time, a job in the smallest non-empty queue is served.
CS approximates SPT; however, when the workload has a
skewed size distribution, smaller jobs in the rth queue can be
starved by the largest ones which remain in the system for a
long time [5]. For this reason, Mailach and Down [5] proposed
Modified Comparison Splitting Scheduling (MCCS), in which
the rth queue is a LIFO queue rather than a FIFO, avoiding
this starving phenomenon.
4) SPT: it is, in principle, similar to CS and MCSS: the job
with the smallest size is served; the amount of time a job has
been served is simply not taken into account. SPT is very easy
to implement: a data structure implementing a min-queue (e.g.,
a binary heap) can be used to take each scheduling decision
quickly in O(log n) time. SPT should not be confounded
with Shortest Job First (SJF), which is not preemptive; it is
sometimes known in literature as Preemptive Shortest Job First
(PSJF) [29], but for clarity we avoid that term because it is
sometimes used as a synonym for SRPT [30]. SPT can be seen
as a preemptive, infinite-class version of the cµ-rule [31].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Schedsim [6], an open-source1 Python discrete event simu-
lator, is used in this work to evaluate the above algorithms
Schedsim generates synthetic workloads according to a set
of parameters; Table table I reports the default value of each:
when not explicitly mentioned otherwise, those are the values
1https://github.com/bigfootproject/schedsim
used in the experiments of Section V. The most important
parameters are sigma and shape: they represent, respectively,
the level of precision of job size estimations, and the skew of
the job size distribution. We use the same default values used
in [3], to allow comparing directly the results between this
paper and that work. We remark the use of a high load, 0.9,
to stress the scheduling algorithms.
Estimation error has a log-normal distribution; this has an
intuitive justification, because over- and under-estimation by
the same multiplicative factor are equally likely and negative
job size estimation is impossible, and an empirical one: Pas-
torelli et al. [16] found their empirical error distribution was
indeed fitting a log-normal. Sigma expresses a large range of
estimation errors: the minimum value, 0.125, reflects a median
relative error of 1.088; the maximum value, 4, corresponds to
a median relative error of 14.85: job sizes are mis-estimated
by more than an order of magnitude.
For synthetic workloads, job size distribution is represented
by the shape parameter of a Weibull distribution. Values
less than 1 correspond to heavy-tailed distributions (for our
minimum value, 0.125, the distribution is extremely skewed);
for a value of 1 we obtain an exponential distribution; as this
value grows we obtain bell-shaped curves that are more and
more narrow. We confirm our experimental results with real
workloads as well.
Like Mailach and Down [5] do, CS and MCSS are config-
ured with r = 10. Each data point shown in the experiments is
obtained by averaging at least 30 individual experiment runs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section, CS, MCSS and SPT are evaluated and
compared with SRPT, PSBS, LAS and PS on synthetic and real
workloads. Performance is evaluated through mean sojourn
time (MST), which is the average time between when a job is
submitted and when it is completed; for fairness slowdown is
taken into account: it is the ratio between its sojourn time and
the one it would have if not constrained by the scheduled
resource. Following the convention of [3], SRPTE, CSE,
MCSSE, and SPTE are respectively SRPT, CS, MCSS and
SPT when fed inaccurate size information. PSBS is considered
to use inaccurate size information, as when size information
is correct the algorithm is indistinguishable from FSP.
A. Performance
Our analysis begins by comparing size-based scheduling
algorithms to PS, the typical baseline for fair scheduling. In
Figure fig. 1 on the next page, the ratio between the MST of
these algorithms and the MST of PS is shown, while varying
shape (job size skew) and sigma (size estimation precision). A
value lower than 1 means that these algorithms outperform PS;
conversely, values higher than 1 means that these algortihms
have worse MST than PS.
The results on CSE and MCSSE confirm those of Mailach
and Down [5]: when the job size distribution is skewed, CSE
(Figure 1a) performs very badly because the largest jobs starve
the system; interestingly, this result applies irrespective of the
job size estimation error. The small modification that leads to
MCSSE appears quite effective, yielding better performance
overall (Figure 1b); still, when job size estimation errors are
not very large, MCSSE performs similarly to PS for very
skewed workloads. PSBS and SPTE (Figures 1c and 1d)
perform best, behaving better than PS in almost all cases
except those where the workload is very skewed and job size
estimation is very imprecise.
To better understand the impact of job size skew, we now fix
sigma at its default value of 0.5 and compare the performance
of our algorithms against the optimal one, SRPT, with exact
job size information. Figure fig. 2 on the following page shows
how these algorithms perform by normalizing MST against the
optimal value of SRPT: a value of 1 would be optimal.
We can see how both PSBS and SPTE perform close to
optimally, with an MST which is never more than 1.3 times
the optimal one of SRPT with exact job size information.
MCSSE is at worst similar to PS, while we see again how
CSE underperforms for highly skewed workloads. The SRPTE
policy (i.e., SRPT with inexact job sizes as inputs) has
good performance when job sizes are somehow uniform, but
severely underperforms when the size distribution is very
skewed (shape < 0.5).
Figure fig. 3 on the next page zooms in on the impact
of estimation errors for SPTE and PSBS, comparing them
to the very same algorithms using correct size information:
SPT and FSP, respectively. It is interesting to see how there is
some difference between the MST of SPT and FSP (FSP can
perform better, up to around 5%, on skewed workloads; SPT
appears preferable by a similar margin on quite homogeneous
workloads). An explanation can be that in highly skewed
workloads the bulk of the load is due to very few large jobs; the
majority of short jobs are served very quickly, queues are short,
and aging in FSP reduces job sizes similarly to the optimal
SRPT policies. Conversely, when job sizes are more uniform,
it is more likely that multiple jobs of similar size are present
in the queue; enforcing FSP’s ageing may result in serving
jobs that are older but larger. In any case, the difference in
MST drops to around 1-2% when estimation errors enter in
the picture for PSBS and FSP, suggesting that estimation errors
trump these subtle differences in scheduling choices.
As we have seen in Figure 1, the performance of size-based
schedulers is significantly impacted by estimation errors only
when the job size distribution is skewed. In Figure fig. 4 on
page 5, we take three job size distributions sorted by growing
skew, and we evaluate the performance of our algorithms. We
see that, while SRPTE suffers the combination of job size skew
and estimation errors, once again the performance figures of
PSBS and SPTE are very close; interestingly, as skew grows,
PSBS and SPTE’s performance intersects with the one of PS
at higher values: for shape=0.25 and 0.177, they are equivalent
to PS for a sigma around 1.5; for an extremely skewed job size
distribution having shape=0.125, this value moves to around
2. CSE is always outside of the plot for these values (see
also Figure 1a), while as long as estimation error is tolerable
MCSSE performs similarly to PS.
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(b) MCSSE.
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(c) PSBS.
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(d) SPTE.
Fig. 1. Mean sojourn time (MST) of various algorithms against PS: at the dotted line, MST is equivalent to PS. A low shape value corresponds to high job
size skew, while high sigma implies imprecise size estimates.
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Fig. 2. Impact on mean sojourn time of the Weibull distribution’s shape
parameter. Values lower than 1 corresponds to heavy-tailed workloads, higher
than 1 to light-tailed ones, and 1 is the exponential distribution.
B. Fairness
Fairness is a quite elusive concept in the context of schedul-
ing [32]: here, we continue to follow the approach of [3]
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Fig. 3. SPTE and PSBS compared to their performance without errors (SPT
and FSP respectively).
and use slowdown (the ratio between a job’s sojourn time
and its size) as our main metric of fairness, according to the
assumption that in a fair system a job’s response time should
be roughly proportinal to its size. In the following results, all
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(a) shape=0.25.
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(b) shape=0.177.
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(c) Largest skew: shape=0.125.
Fig. 4. Impact of error on heavy-tailed workloads, sorted by growing skew.
parameters are fixed to their default values of Table I.
Figure fig. 5 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of slowdown for all jobs observed in our experiments;
the second figure zooms in on the 10% worst values. While
PS is often considered a standard for fairness, its slowdown
distribution is quite wide: in a heavily loaded system jobs are
heavily slowed down. Other algorithms perform better, with
only a small fraction of jobs experiencing slowdowns worse
than 2 or 3. It is perhaps surprising to observe that SPTE
appears to outperform even PSBS in this case, with more than
98% of jobs having a slowdown lower than 2: it appears that
the policy of preempting large jobs even more aggressively
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Fig. 5. Per-job slowdown: full CDF (top) and zoom on the 10% more critical
cases (bottom).
pays off in this case, guaranteeing near-optimal slowdown
values to even more jobs. It is interesting to see how LAS,
in this case, perform very well obtaining results comparable
to the ones of the best size-based algorithms.
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Fig. 6. Mean conditional slowdown.
Another interesting way of defining fairness is mean condi-
tional slowdown (MCS), i.e., the average slowdown observed
for jobs having a given size; a scheduling algorithm can be
considered fair if MCS does not vary much between jobs
having different sizes [33]. In Figure fig. 6 we sort jobs, put
them in 20 bins with similar size, and plot the average size
versus the average slowdown for each bin. As Wierman [33]
predicts, the MCS of PS remains constant for different job
sizes; on the other hand, it is also noteworthy how PSBS and
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Fig. 7. Evaluation on real workloads from Facebook.
SPTE ”dominate” PS by obtaining better results for each job
size. It is interesting to see how the MCS of LAS is worse than
the one of PS only for the very largest jobs, and that CSE and
MCSSE perform badly for the very small jobs because they are
likely to be somehow penalized by waiting for the completion
of other small jobs that are still larger than them.
C. Real Workloads
We finally cross-validate our findings by comparing our
results on synthetic workloads to those that we obtain on three
MapReduce workloads, made available through the SWIM
tool [34]. The workloads have been parsed according using the
procedure described in [3, 6]. Confirming the findings of [3],
in Figure fig. 7 we see that, for these skewed workloads, results
are qualitatively similar to those for the synthetic Weibull
distributions of Figure fig. 4 on page 5. In particular, we
confirm that PSBS and SPT, in the presence of errors, behave
once again in a similar fashion, obtaining an MST which is
often close to optimal and preferable other policies in cases
of high skew—unless errors are very large.
VI. DISCUSSION
The experimental results show that, with respect to the
metrics of performance (MST) and fairness (slowdown/MCS),
SPTE performs better than MCSSE and similarly to PSBS. It
is interesting to dig into these results, to provide an intuitive
explanation to them.
First, the algorithms considered here generally perform
acceptably (at least comparably to PS), while several other
algorithms can do much worse, in particular for high skew
and estimation error [3]: here, underestimating large jobs is
not catastrophic because of either the ad-hoc modifications
introduced by MCSSE and PSBS, or the fact that (unlike
SRPT) priority simply never increases for any job in SPT.
Second, MCSSE may be seen as an approximation of
SPTE—jobs are essentially binned in one of r static priority
classes, with the expectation that each priority class will be
composed of jobs having similar size, and that smaller jobs
will be scheduled first. As Figure 2 testifies, though, MCSSE
performs comparatively worse in sweked workloads; when job
size can vary by several orders of magnitude, priority classes
become less and less homogeneous, and binning them into
classes throws away useful information about job size; SPTE
does not have this weakness.
Third, unlike SPTE, PSBS gives guarantees against starva-
tion: as time passes, jobs increase their priorities and they
will eventually be scheduled. One may wonder why the
phenomenon of starvation does not appear in our results of
Figures 5 and 6; this can be explained by the fact that in several
cases, and in particular for skewed job size distributions, star-
vation for a size-based policy like SRPT is actually unlikely,
and slowdown is generally lower than with a supposedly “fair”
policy like PS [35, 36]. Our results imply that the same applies
to SRPT’s simpler relative, SPT.
VII. CONCLUSION
Size-based scheduling algorithms could help in a several
practical cases, but their real-world usage is limited by various
factors: the impact of job size estimation errors, the com-
plexity in implementing them together with a sound job size
estimation framework, and the lack of strong analytic results
on their performance. The simplicity of SPT may help for
all these factors: besides the simplicity of implementation, the
robustness to even large size estimation errors leads to making
simpler estimation frameworks acceptable. In addition, it is
possible that the simplicity of the algorithm itself may lead to
easier and stronger theoretical results on its properties.
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